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Abstra t. We present an information integration system

TAGMA whi h supports the semanti

programming

alled SIN-

integration of heterogeneous in-

formation sour es using a meta data driven approa h. The main idea of
SINTAGMA is to build a so

alled Model Warehouse,

layers of integrated models

onne ted by mappings. At the bottom of

ontaining several

this hierar hy there are the models representing the a tual information
sour es. Higher level models represent virtual databases, whi h

an be

queried, as the mappings provide a pre ise des ription of how to populate
these virtual sour es using the

on rete ones.

This paper fo uses on a re ent development in SINTAGMA allowing
the information expert to use Des ription Logi
development of high abstra tion level

based ontologies in the

on eptual models. Querying these

models is performed using the Closed World Assumption as we argue that
traditional Open World DL reasoning is less appropriate in the

ontext

of database oriented information integration environments.
The implementation of SINTAGMA uses
ming, for example, the

onstraints and logi

program-

omplex queries are translated into Prolog goals.

This allows us to provide fun tionalities not supported by other integration frameworks.

1 Introdu tion
This paper presents the Des ription Logi

modelling

apabilities of the SIN-

TAGMA Enterprise Information Integration system. SINTAGMA is based on
the SILK tool-set, developed within the EU FP5 proje t SILK (System Integration via Logi

& Knowledge) [2℄. SILK is a data

tion integration system supporting semi-automati

entered, monolithi

informa-

integration on relational and

semi-stru tured sour es.
The SINTAGMA system extends the original framework in several dire tions. As opposed to the monolithi
loosely

oupled distributed

SILK stru ture, SINTAGMA is built from

omponents. The fun tionality has be ome ri her as,

among others, the system now deals with Web Servi es as information sour es.

PSfrag repla ements

The present paper is about a re ent extension of the system whi h allows the
integration expert to use Des ription Logi

models in the integration pro ess.

Meta
The paper is stru tured as follows. In Se tion 2 we give a general introdu Server
tion to the SINTAGMA system, des ribing the main omponents, the SILan
Data
Servermodelling language, and the query exe ution me hanism. In the next se tion
Comparatorwe dis uss the des ription logi extension of SILan: we introdu e the synta ti
Model Verier onstru ts and the modelling methodology. In Se tion 4 we present the exe uUniertion me hanism used when querying Des ription Logi models. In Se tion 5 we
Corr. generatorexamine related work. Finally, we on lude with a summary of our results.
Data Verier
The examples we use in the up oming dis ussions are part of an integration
Spe Advisor
s enario. This s enario represents a world where we attempt to integrate various

information sour es about writers, painters and their work (i.e. books, paintings,
et .) and present this information in the form of abstra t views.
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Fig. 1. The ar hite ture of the SINTAGMA system

2 System Ar hite ture
The overall ar hite ture of the system
of our approa h is to
integrated. These pie

an be seen in Figure 1. The main idea

manage meta-information on the sour es to be
es of information are stored in the Model Warehouse of the
olle t and

system, in the form of UML-like models [8℄,
we

onstraints and mappings. This way

an represent stru tural as well as non-stru tural information, su h as

lass

invariants, impli ations, et . The Model Warehouse resides in and is handled by
the

Model Manager

omponent.

2

mediation

to refer to the pro ess of querying SINTAGMA

models. Mediation de omposes

omplex integrated queries to simple queries an-

We use the term

swerable by individual information sour es and, having obtained data from these,
omposes the results into an integrated form. Mediation is the task of the

diator
A

Me-

omponent.
ess to heterogeneous information sour es is supported by

pers hide the synta ti

wrappers. Wrap-

dieren es between the sour es of dierent kinds, by pre-

senting them to upper layers uniformly, as UML models. These models ( alled

interfa e models )

are entered into the Model Warehouse automati ally. In the

following we give a brief introdu tion to the main

2.1

omponents.

The Model Manager

The Model Manager is responsible for managing the
and providing integration support, su h as model
(not

Model Warehouse (MW)

omparison and veri ation

overed in this paper). Here we fo us on the role of the Model Warehouse.

The

ontent of the MW is given in the language

alled

SILan

whi h is based

on UML [8℄ and Des ription Logi s [12℄. The syntax of SILAN resembles IDL, the
Interfa e Des ription Language of CORBA [16℄. We demonstrate the knowledge
representation fa ilities of SINTAGMA by a simple SILan example showing the
relevant features of the meta-data repository (Figure 2).
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model Art {
lass Artist:BuiltIns::DLAny {
attribute String name;
attribute Integer birthDate;
onstraint self. reation.date > 1900;
};
lass Work:BuiltIns::DLAny {
attribute String title;
attribute String author;
attribute Integer date;
attribute String type;
primary key title;
};
asso iation hasWork {
onne tion Artist as reator;
onne tion Work as reation;
}; };

Fig. 2. SILan representation of the model

3

Art

Art

The example des ribes the model

Work.

It also

ontaining two

Artist

lasses,

and

ontains an asso iation between an artist and her works. We will

explain the details of this example within the dis ussion below.

Semanti s of SILan models The

entral elements of SILan models are

and asso iations, sin e these are the
set of entities

alled the

denotes a set of
Classes

n-ary

an have

instan es

tuples of

attributes

arriers of information. A

of the

lass. Similarly, an

lass instan es

links.

alled

n-ary

from other
lass

lasses. The instan es of the des endant

lass. In our example both

DLAny (

asso iation

whi h are dened as fun tions mapping the

to a subset of values allowed by the type of the attribute. Classes
an estor

lasses

lass denotes a

Artist

and

lass

an inherit

lass are all instan es of the

Work

inherit from the built-in

f. lines 2 and 8). See Se tion 3.3 for more details.

Asso iations have

onne tions, an n-ary asso

iation has

n

onne tions. In an

asso iation some of the onne tions an be named, providing intuitive navigation.
For example, the

hasWork orresponding to lasses
reator and reation respe tively (lines 1718).

onne tions of asso iation

Artist and Work are

alled

Classes are allowed to have a primary key,

omposed of one or more at-

tributes. This spe ies that the given subset of the attributes uniquely identies
an instan e of the

lass. In our example, as a gross simpli ation, attribute

serves as a key in

lass

Work, i.e. there

title

annot be two works (books, for example)

with the same title.
Finally, invariants
je t

an be spe ied for

lasses and asso iations using the ob-

onstraint extension of UML, the OCL language [7℄. Invariants give state-

ments about instan es of
of them. The

lasses (and links of asso iations) that hold for ea h

onstraint in the de laration of

Artist

(line 5) is an invariant

stating that the publi ation date of ea h work of an artist is greater than

19001.

self refers to an arbitrary instan e of the ontext, in this ase
Artist. Then two navigation steps follow. In the rst step we navigate
the asso iation hasWork to an arbitrary work of the artist and in the

The identier
the

lass

through

se ond step from the work to its publi ation date and state that this is always
greater than

1900.

In addition to the obje t oriented modelling paradigm, the SILan language
also supports

onstru ts from the Des ription Logi

(DL) world [12℄. This, re-

ently added new feature of SINTAGMA is dis ussed in Se tion 3.

Abstra tions For mediation, we need mappings between the dierent sour es

and the integrated model. These mappings are

alled

abstra tions

be ause they

often provide a more abstra t view of the notions present in the lower level
models. An example abstra tion

1

alled

w0

an be seen in Figure 3.

This may be so be ause the given information sour e is known to be dealing with
works of art of 20th

entury or later.

4

lass Work in the model Art (line 3) using
Produ t and Des ription, both from the model Interfa e2. This means
the abstra tion spe ies how to reate a virtual instan e of lass Work,

This abstra tion populates the
lasses
that

given that the other two

lasses are already populated (e.g. they

to real information sour es). In lines 13 the identiers

m0, m1

orrespond

and

m2

are de-

lared, and these will be used throughout the abstra tion spe i ation to denote
instan es of the appropriate

1
2
3

abstra tion w0 (m0: Interfa e::Produ t,
m1: Interfa e::Des ription
-> m2: Art::Work) {

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

lasses.

};

onstraint
m1.id = m0.id and
m1. ode = 84
implies
m2.title = m0.title and
m2.author = m0.author and
m2.date = m0.publi ation_date and
m2.type = m1.des ription and
m2.DL_ID = m0.title;

Fig. 3. SILan representation of the abstra tion populating

lass

Work

lass Produ t alled m0 and
Des ription alled m1, for whi h the onditions in lines 67
hold, there exists an instan e m2 of lass Work with attribute values spe ied by
3
lines 913 . Note that line 6 spe ies that the id attributes of the two instan es

The abstra tion des ribes that given an instan e of
an instan e of

lass

have to be the same, and thus
our integration s enario
world Ora le tables
is to

orresponds to a relational

Produ t and Des ription a

tually

join

operation. In

orrespond to real-

ontaining books and paintings. The task of abstra tion

onvert the re ords of these tables into instan es of

We note that other abstra tions
the set of instan es of

Work

an also populate

Work.
Work. In

w0

lass
lass

this

ase

will be the union of the instan es produ ed by the

appropriate abstra tions. Note that if a new information sour e is added, we
only have to spe ify a new abstra tion
existing abstra tions

orresponding to this sour e, while the

an be left un hanged.

Noti e that the abstra tion in Figure 3 takes the form of an impli ation
des ribing how the given sour es an

Art::Work. This
2
3

In SILan double

is

hara teristi

ontribute to populating the high level

olons (::) separate the model name from the name of its

( lass, asso iation, et .).
Attribute

DL_ID

lass

of the Lo al as View integration approa h [4℄.

has a spe ial role as explained in Se tion 3.3.

5

onstituent

2.2

The Wrappers

Wrappers provide a ommon interfa e for a

essing various information sour e

types, su h as relational and obje t-oriented databases, semi-stru tured sour es
(e.g. XML or RDF), as well as Web-servi es.
PSfrag repla ements

database → model

olumn → attribute
Produ t
title String
id Integer
author String
publi ation_date String

...

table → lass

Fig. 4. Modelling relational sour es in SILan

A wrapper has two main tasks. First, it extra ts meta-data from the information sour e and delivers these to the Model Manager in the form of SILan models.
For example, in
bles to

lasses,

abstra tion

w0

ase of relational sour es, databases

orrespond to models, ta-

olumns to attributes, as shown in Figure 4 ( f.

lass

Produ t in

presented in Figure 3).

The other prin ipal task of a wrapper is to transform queries, formulated
in terms of this interfa e model, into the format required by the underlying
information sour e, and thus allow for running queries on the sour es.

2.3

The Mediator

The Mediator [1℄ supports queries on high level model elements by de omposing them into interfa e model spe i

questions. This is performed by

reating a

query plan satisfying the data ow requirements of the sour es. During the exeution of this query plan the data transformations des ribed in the abstra tions
are

arried out.
Whenever we query a model element in SINTAGMA, the Model Manager

basi ally provides the following two kinds of information to the Mediator:
1. the query goal itself, i.e. a Prolog term representing what to query;
2. set of mediator rules, using whi h the mediator

an de ompose the

omplex

query into primitive ones (i.e. queries that refer only to interfa e models).
For example, let us

onsider the query shown below involving

query Re entWork
sele t *
from w: Art::Work
where w.date > 2000;
6

lass

Work.

This query is looking for re ent works, namely those instan es of the

Art::Work

that were

4

reated after 2000 . In this

lass

ase, the query goal is sim-

ilar to the following simple Prolog expression:

:- 'Work: lass:220'(DT, [A, B, C, D, E℄, DA), C > 2000.
Here, the rst Prolog goal

orresponds to an instan e of

(1)

Art::Work.

The

variables in this term will be instantiated during query exe ution. The pred-

'Work: lass:220' is omposed from three parts: the kind of the
lass) and its unique internal identier (220), pre eded by
unqualiedand thus non-uniqueSILan name (Work), provided for read-

i ate name

model element (
the

ability. Model elements are often referred to by

lass(220). The

handles

Kind(Id), e.g.
stati type of the

of form

above predi ate name in fa t represents the

instan es queried for.
The rst argument of the goal is the dynami
handle of the

lass whi h, in

type. The se ond argument

ase of inheritan e,

ontains the values of the stati

ase we have ve su h variables ( f. de laration of
denotes the value of the attribute
term

type of the instan e, i.e. the
an be dierent from the stati
lass

attributes, in this

Work in Figure 2), e.g. C

date. The third and last argument of the query

arries the values of the dynami

attributes. These represent the additional

attributes (not known at query time) of the instan e if it happens to belong to
a

des endant

lass of

Art::Work.

Note that in the

urrent implementation of

SINTAGMA, as a simpli ation, the third query argument
both stati

and dynami

ontains the list of

attributes.

The se ond part of the query goal
onstraint, whi h uses variable

C

orresponds to a simple arithmeti

representing the

date attribute

question.
The mediator rules representing the abstra tion

w0

OCL

of the work in

shown in Figure 3 take

the following form:

'Produ t: lass:190'(_,[A,B,C,D℄,_),
'Des ription: lass:191'(_,[84,E,B℄,_) --->
'Work: lass:220'( lass(220),[D,A,C,D,E℄,[D,A,C,D,E℄)
The spe i

rule above des ribes how to

lass Work
Produ t and Des ription

reate an instan e of the

whenever we have two appropriate instan es of lasses

available. If there were more abstra tions, the Mediator would get more rules as
there would be more than one possible way to populate the given

lass.

Note that the mediator rules are also used to des ribe inheritan e between
model elements. In su h a

ase the dynami

type of the model element on the

right hand side of the rule is a variable (as opposed to the
above). This variable is the same as the dynami
the left hand side. The dynami

4

We

ould have

reated a

onstant

lass(220)

type of the model element on

attributes are propagated similarly.

lass named

Re entWork

and populated it by an appropri-

ate abstra tion. Then, instead of formulating a SILan query, we
dire tly asked for the instan es of this

ould have simply

lass. The question whether to use a query or

an abstra tion is a modelling de ision.

7

Finally, let us mention that an n-ary asso iation is implemented as an n-ary
relation, ea h argument of whi h is a ternary stru ture

orresponding to a

lass

instan e, similar to the one appearing in (1). For example, a query goal for the
asso iation

hasWork (

f. Figure 2) has the following form:

:- 'hasWork:asso iation:227'(
'Artist: lass:218'(DT1,[A,B,C℄,DA1),
'Work: lass:220'(DT2,[D,E,F,G,H℄,DA2)
).

(2)

3 DL modelling in SINTAGMA
Let us now introdu e the new DL modelling

apabilities of the SINTAGMA

system. First we dis uss why we need Des ription Logi

models during the inte-

gration pro ess and we provide an introdu tory example. Then we present the
DL

onstru ts supported by our system and dis uss the restri tions we pla e

on their usage. Finally, we summarise the tasks of the integration expert when
using DL elements during integration.
3.1

Introdu tion

In the Model Warehouse we handle models of dierent kinds. We distinguish
between

appli ation

and

on eptual models.

The appli ation models represent

existing or virtual information sour es and be ause of this they are fairly elaborate and pre ise. Con eptual models, however, represent mental models of user
groups, therefore they are vaguer than the appli ation models.
We argue that to

onstru t su h models it is more appropriate to use some

kind of ontologi al formalism instead of the relatively rigid obje t oriented
paradigm. A

ordingly, we extended our modelling language to in orporate sev-

eral des ription logi

onstru ts, in addition to the UML-like ones des ribed

earlier. In the envisioned s enario, the high-level models of the users are formulated in des ription logi

and via appropriate denitions they are

lower-level models. Mediation for a

onne ted to

on eptual model works in the same way as

for any other model: the query is de omposed, following the abstra tions, until
we rea h the interfa e models (in general, through some further intermediate
models) whi h

an be queried dire tly.

Before going into the details, we show an example to illustrate the way how
DL des riptions are represented in SILan (note that
both des endants of

lass

Artist, but

Writer

and

Painter

otherwise they are normal UML

model Con eptual {
lass WriterAndPainter {};
onstraint equivalent {
WriterAndPainter,
Unified::Writer and Unified::Painter};
};
8

are

lasses.

(3)

Here we dene the
This

onstraint

lass

WriterAndPainter

by providing a SILan

above we simply put it in the same model that de lares the

Painter

onstraint.

an be pla ed anywhere in the Model Warehouse: in the example

itself. The

onstraint a tually

orresponds to a DL

lass

WriterAnd

on ept denition

axiom : WriterAndPainter ≡ Writer⊓Painter. Namely, it states that the instan

es of

lass

WriterAndPainter are those (and only those) who belong to the unnamed

lass

ontaining the individuals who are both writers and painters. Thus, DL

on epts are dened using the Global as View approa h [4℄, as opposed to when
populating high-level
Note that the

lasses using abstra tions ( f. Se tion 2.1).

WriterAndPainter

lass

However, in that

ould be

reated without DL support.

ase the integration expert would have to go through a mu h

more elaborate pro ess of (1)

reating the high level

lass

WriterAndPainter,

spe ifying all its attributes and (2) populating it with an appropriate abstra tion
involving a join. Now, with DL support, she simply formulates a very short and
intuitive DL axiom. We argue that this is easier for the expert to do, and it also
makes the

3.2

ontent of the Model Warehouse more readable to others.

DL elements in SILan

From the DL point of view, SINTAGMA supports a y li
TBoxes

ontaining

ALCN (D)

language (see more below about the extension). Only single atomi

on epts, so alled
su h as

Des ription Logi

on ept denition axioms formulated in the extension of the

named symbols

an appear on the left hand side of the axioms,

WriterAndPainter in example (3). The remaining atomi

appearing on the left hand side are

alled

base symbols. Su

on epts, not

h a TBox is denito-

rial, i.e. the meaning of the base symbols unambiguously denes the meaning of
the named symbols. The base symbols, in our
TAGMA

lasses and asso iations, e.g.

The ABox is a set of
of the

lasses whi h

The DL

ase,

orrespond to normal SIN-

Writer and Painter in

the example (3).

on ept and role assertions, as determined by the instan es
orrespond to the base symbols parti ipating in the TBox.

on ept

onstru tors supported by SINTAGMA and their SILan

equivalents are summarised in Table 1. Note that this table a tually des ribes the
possible

on ept formats on the right hand side of a denition axiom, assuming

that we have

expanded

5

the TBox .

The only non- lassi al DL element in Table 1 is the

on rete domain restri -

tion (the last line in the table). Su h a restri tion spe ies a subset of instan es
of the base

on ept

A for whi

alisation of the idea of

h the given OCL

onstraint holds. This is a gener-

on rete domains in the Des ription Logi s world. Below

we show an example of a

on rete SILan restri tion des ribing those works whose

type (i.e. the value of the attribute

type)

is  painting.

{ lass onstraint Art::Work satisfies self.type="painting"}
The reason we allow only

on ept

denition

axioms is that we aim to use DL

on epts to des ribe exe utable high-level views of information sour es. In this

5

The expanded version of an a y li

TBox is another TBox where every named symbol

on the right hand side of the axioms is substituted by its denition.

9

Name

Syntax SILan equivalent

Base

on ept

A

UML

role

R

UML asso iation

Top

⊤

DLAny

Bottom

⊥

DLEmpty

Negation

¬C

not C

Interse tion

C ⊓D

C and D

Union

C ⊔D

C or D

Value restri tions

∀R.C

slot

onstraint R all values C

Existential restri tions

∃R.C

slot

onstraint R some value C

Number restri tions

⋊
⋉ nR

slot

onstraint R

Atomi

Con rete restri tion

sense a DL

lass



Table 1. (extended) DL

lass

on ept

on ept is a tually a synta ti

ardinality i..j

onstraint A satisfies OCL

onstru tors supported in SILan

variant of a SILan query or a SILan

lass populated by an abstra tion.
Note that this also implies that we use the Closed World Assumption (CWA)
in DL query exe ution. We argue that this is appropriate be ause of the following three reasons. First, CWA automati ally ensures that our DL
semanti ally

ompatible with other

onstru ts are

onstru ts in the SINTAGMA system. Se -

ond, we argue that the Open World Assumption(OWA) is appli able when we
have only partial knowledge and would like to determine the

onsequen es of

this knowledge, true in every universe in whi h the axioms of this partial knowledge hold. In

ontrast with this, in the

users would like to
denotes
the

exa tly

ontext of information integration, our

onsider a single universe, in whi h a base

orresponding database. To illustrate this issue, let us

example: the

on ept or a role

those individuals (or pairs of individuals) whi h are present in

on ept of novi e painter is dened to

onsider the following

ontain painters having at

most 5 paintings (for example, being a novi e painter may be a pre ondition for
a government grant). To model this situation, the integration expert

reates the

DL axiom shown below.

Novi ePainter ≡ Painter ⊓ (6 5 hasPainting)
However, querying this

on ept, using OWA, will provide no results in general

as an open world reasoner would return an individual only if it is

provable

that

it has no more than 5 paintings. Pra ti ally, this is not what the information
expert wants.
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The third reason why we de ided to use the

losed world assumption is the

fa t that we have huge amounts of data in the underlying databases. Traditional,
tableau based DL reasoners do not

ope well with large ABoxes [10℄. Resolution

based DL proving te hniques [13℄ do mu h better, but they are either still not
fast or not expressive enough [15℄. By using CWA we

an implement DL queries

using the well resear hed, e ient database te hnology.
3.3

Modeling methodology and tasks of the integration expert

The integration expert is responsible for

reating the DL axioms. Although

these are represented in SILan within the SINTAGMA system, the expert an use
any available OWL editor to

reate OWL des riptions. These des riptions then

an be loaded by the OWL importer of the SINTAGMA system that basi ally
realises an OWL-SILan translation ( f. the Model Im(Ex)port box in Figure 1).
One thing the expert should take
symbols and the

are of is to mat h the names of the base

orresponding SINTAGMA

lasses and asso iations. This is

often done in two steps: rst the integration expert
axioms using the widely a

reates

on ept denition

epted terminology of the domain, not paying atten-

tion to the names of the model elements in the Model Warehouse. Next, the
expert provides additional denition axioms for ea h base symbol
with the proper model element. For example, we
of

Writer and Painter in

ould use names

onne ting it

A and B instead

(3), provided that we have the following axioms:

A ≡ Writer
B ≡ Painter
Another important issue is to de ide how to identify the instan es of the base
on epts, e.g the instan es of the

lass

Writer and

it is not possible to determine the instan es of

lass

Painter. Without this,
WriterAndPainter.

lass

In a traditional DL ABox, an instan e has a name that unambiguously identies it. Unambiguity is guaranteed be ause DL reasoning systems use the so
alled unique name assumption, i.e. they assume that two dierent instan e
names denote dierent elements in the domain.
In SINTAGMA, similarly to databases, an instan e is identied by the subset
of its attribute values, e.g. two writers

ould be

names mat h. In other words, this means that

onsidered to be the same if their

name is

a key in

The problem is that su h keys are fairly useless when we
of dierent sour es. This is be ause, in general, we

lass

Writer.

ompare instan es

annot draw any dire t

lusion from the relation of the keys belonging to instan es from dierent

on-

lasses.

For example, databases ontaining employees often use numeri IDs as keys. Having two employees from dierent

ompanies with the same ID does not mean

that we are talking about the same person. Similarly, if the IDs of the employees
do not mat h, they are not ne essarily dierent persons.
What we need is some kind of shared key that uniquely identies the instan es
of the

lasses parti ipating in DL

on ept denitions. Lu kily, the obje t-oriented

paradigm we use in SINTAGMA provides a ni e way to have su h identiers.
We have mentioned earlier that in SINTAGMA the notion of DL
is a synta ti

variant of SINTAGMA

on ept

lass. This also means that the result of

11

a DL query is an ordinary instan e that has to belong to some
example, when we are looking for the instan es that are in both
and

Painter we

are a tually interested in an

artist

ommon an estor of the

responds to the DL

on ept

on ept the result must belong to some

onstru ts

lass that is a

lasses involved.

Instead of asking the integration expert to dene su h
lasses in an ad ho

Writer

instan e belonging to these

lasses simultaneously. This is true in general: whatever DL
we use to des ribe a DL

lass(es). For
lasses

way, we introdu e the built-in

lass

ommon an estor

DLAny.

This

on ept top (⊤) and it has only one attribute

whi h is a key. We require that all the
tions are the des endants of

DLAny6 (

properties of generalisation attribute

lasses parti ipating in DL

lass

or-

DL_ID

alled

on ept deni-

f. lines 2 and 8 of Figure 2). Be ause of the

DL_ID will be a key in all of the des

endant

lasses, i.e. it will exa tly serve as the global identier we were looking for.
Now, the task of the integration expert is to assign appropriate values to
the

DL_ID

attributes: she needs to extend the existing abstra tions populating

the base symbols ( lasses) to also
values we mean that the

onsider the attribute

DL_IDs of two instan

DL_ID. By

are the same, and should dier otherwise. An example for this
Figure 5 populating the
1
2
4
5
6
7
8
9

Writer.

an be seen in

abstra tion ap (m0: Interfa e::Member ->
m1: Unified::Writer) {

3

10

lass

appropriate

es should mat h if these instan es

};

onstraint let n = m0.fname. on at(" "). on at(m0.lname) in
m1.name = n and
m1.birthDate = m0.date and
m1.id = m0.iwa and
m1.style = m0.style and
m1.DL_ID = n;

Fig. 5. Populating the

DL_ID

This abstra tion populates the

Member

lass

attribute of a base

Writer

on ept

from an interfa e

lass

alled

(lines 12). Let us assume that the members of this asso iation have

some kind of a unique identier, su h as the membership number of an imaginary
International Writer Asso iation (IWA), present in the underlying database. It
may be worth bringing this key to the

lass

Writer (line 7) as it

makes possible

to nd writers e iently if they happen to be IWA members. However, the
unique identier from the DL point of view has to be dierent: in fa t it is the
on atenation of the rst and last name of the writer (line 4 and 9).
This is be ause the

Writer

lass

an also be populated from other sour es

where the IWA number makes no sense. Furthermore, we may want
to be a des endant of

6

lass

Artist,

Note that this is a ne essary
instan e has to belong to the

together with some other

ondition. As for any
lass

on ept

orresponding to

12

⊤,

lass

C , C ⊑ ⊤ holds,
DLAny.

i.e. to

Writer

lasses, su h as
any DL

Painter.

This requires a key that

an be

omputed from all the underlying

7

sour es, su h as the name of the artist .
To summarise, the integration expert has to perform the following tasks when
DL modelling is used during the integration pro ess:
1. de lare DL

lasses and for ea h provide

2. ensure that ea h base
(a) inherited from

orresponding denition axioms;

on ept appearing in the denition axioms is:

lass

DLAny,

(b) populated properly, i.e. its

DL_ID attribute

is lled appropriately.

4 Querying DL models in SINTAGMA
Now we turn our attention to querying DL
des ribed in Se tion 2.3 our task is to

rules.

When we query a DL

reate a

symbols. As these are ordinary

DL_ID

key. However, in

A DL

onstru t involved.

hara terised by three properties, as

exemplied by (1) on page 7: its dynami

DA.

mediator

lasses and asso iations, this pro ess is exa tly
ases without any DL

Re all that a SINTAGMA instan e is
attributes

and a set of

lass, we only generate mediator rules for the base

the same as the one we use for

its dynami

on epts in SINTAGMA. As

query goal

type

DT,

its stati

attributes

lass has only a single stati

SA

and

attribute, the

ontrast with an obje t oriented query, a DL query

may return an answer that has multiple dynami

types. For example, when we

WriterAndPainter we get instan es that belong to both
lasses Writer and Painter. A ordingly, an answer to a DL query takes the
form of a pair (ID, DTAs), where ID is the value of the DL_ID, while DTAs =
[DT1 -DA1 ,DT2-DA2 ,...℄ is the list of the dynami types of the answer, ea h
enumerate the

lass

paired with the

orresponding dynami

attribute list.

The algorithm spe ifying what goals to

reate from a DL

is summarised in Figure 6. Here we des ribe a fun tion
arbitrary

ID

and

C,

on ept

DTAs. We

returns the

instan es of the
of two

on epts

ase by

lass, we simply

ase.

reate a query term representing the

lass, similar to the one in goal (1). If we have the interse tion

C

them in a Prolog

and

D,

we re ursively transform

onjun tion. The union of

disjun tion. Negation

¬C

on epts

C

and

lasses is similar: we

D

and put

reate a Prolog

DLAny lass, and
DLAny enumeration

is implemented by enumerating the

removing those instan es whi h belong to

C.

The expensive

an be avoided when the negation appears in a
the

whi h, given an

orresponding query goal with two arguments,

dene this fun tion

If we have a base

on ept des ription

ΦC

onjun tion (whi h is normally

ase).
The more interesting ases involve asso iations. Here R denotes the asso iaRD and RR denote the lasses that are the domain and the range

tion itself, while
of asso iation

R,

respe tively. Re all that a binary asso iation is represented by

a binary relation with ternary stru tures as arguments as in (2).

7

This is also a simpli ation. More realisti ally, the key
with the birth date.
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ould be the name together

ΦA (ID, DTAs) = A(DT, [ID|_℄, DA), DTAs = [DT-DA℄
ΦC⊓D (ID, DTAs) = ΦC (ID, DTAs1), ΦD (ID, DTAs2), DTAs = DTAs1  DTAs2,
where



denotes the ( ompile time)

on atenation of lists

ΦC⊔D (ID, DTAs) = (ΦC (ID, DTAs) ; ΦD (ID, DTAs))
Φ¬C (ID, DTAs) = DLAny(ID, DTAs), \+ ΦC (ID, _)
Φ∃R.C (ID, DTAs) = R(RD (DT, [ID|_℄, DA), RR (_, [ID2|_℄, _)),
ΦC (ID2, _), DTAs = [DT-DA℄
Φ∀R.C (ID, DTAs) = RD (DT, [ID|_℄, DA), DTAs = [DT-DA℄,
\+ (R(RD (DT, [ID|_℄, DA), RR (_, [ID2|_℄, _)),
\+ ΦC (ID2, _))
Φ⋉
⋊ nR (ID, DTAs) = aggregate([DT, ID, DA℄, [S= nt(0)℄,
R(RD (DT, [ID|_℄, DA), RR (_, _, _))),

ondition⋉
⋊ (n, S), DTAs = [DT-DA℄
Fig. 6. Transforming DL

onstru ts into query goals

∃R.C is simply transformed to a query of the
C . The goal orresponding to a value restri tion
∀R.C rst enumerates the domain of R and then uses double negation to ensure
that the given instan e has no R-values whi h do not belong to C . Finally, a
⋉ nR) is transformed into a goal whi h uses a bagof-like
number restri tion (⋊
Prolog predi ate aggregate/3 to enumerate the instan es in the domain of R
together with the number of R-values onne ted to them, and then simply applies
The existential restri tion

asso iation

R

and the

on ept

the appropriate arithmeti
A

omparison.

on rete restri tion involving a base

on ept

A

and an OCL

onstraint

8

O

is transformed in a straightforward way into the query goal as shown below :

ΦA (ID, DTAs), DTAs = [DT-DA℄, ΨO (ID, DA)
In all formulas so far,

ID

denotes the value of the attribute

DL_ID

ontaining

the unique name of the DL instan es (see Se tion 3.3). Here we make use of the
fa t that these attributes are always pla ed rst in the stati

attribute list of an

instan e. To illustrate the general algorithm, two example transformations are
shown in Figure 7. The se ond example involves an asso iation
and a

8

Here,

lass

Modern (representing,

say,

hasPainting

ontemporary pie es of art).

ΨO (ID, DA) is the Prolog translation of the OCL

onstraint

O. This is an old

feature, implemented before the introdu tion of DL extension into SINTAGMA.
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Class to query:
DL denition:
Query goal:

Class to query:
DL denition:
Query goal:

WriterAndPainter
Writer ⊓ Painter
'Writer: lass:234'(DT1,[ID|_℄,DA1),
'Painter: lass:236'(DT2,[ID|_℄,DA2),
DTAs = [DT1-DA1,DT2-DA2℄
ModernPainterWriter
Writer ⊓ ∃hasPainting.Modern
'Writer: lass:234'(DT1,[ID|_℄,DA1),
'hasPainting:asso iation:142'(
'Artist: lass:218'(DT2,[ID|_℄,DA2),
'Work: lass:220(_,[ID2|_℄,_)),
'Modern: lass:237'(_,[ID2|_℄,_),
DTAs = [DT1-DA1,DT2-DA2℄
Fig. 7. Transformation examples

5 Related work
The two main approa hes in information integration are the Lo al as View
(LAV) and the Global as View (GAV) [4℄. In the former, sour es are dened
in terms of the global s hema, while in the latter, the global s hema is dened
in terms of the sour es (similarly to the

lassi al views in database systems).

Information Manifold [14℄ is a good example for a LAV system. Examples for
the GAV approa h in lude the Stanford-IBM integration system TSIMMIS [6℄.
In SINTAGMA we apply a hybrid approa h, i.e. we use both LAV and GAV.
When using abstra tions to populate high-level lasses we employ the LAV, while
in

ase of DL

lass denitions we use the GAV approa h.

There are several ompleted and ongoing resear h proje ts in the area of using
des ription logi -based approa hes for both Enterprise Appli ation Integration
(EAI) and Enterprise Information Integration (EII) as well.
The generi

EAI resear h stresses the importan e of the Servi e Oriented

Ar hite ture, and the provision of new
manti

apabilities within the framework of Se-

Web Servi es. Examples for su h resear h proje ts in lude DIP [11℄ and

INFRAWEBS [9℄. These proje ts aim at the semanti
vi es, in most

ases using Des ription Logi

integration of Web Ser-

based ontologies and Semanti

Web

te hnologies. Here, however, DL is used mostly for servi e dis overy and designtime workow validation, but not during query exe ution.
On the other hand, several logi -based EII tools use Des ription Logi s and
take a similar approa h as we did in SINTAGMA. That is, they

reate a DL

model as a view over the information sour es to be integrated. The basi

frame-

work of this solution is des ribed e.g. in [5,3℄. The fundamental dieren e
pared to our approa h is that these appli ations deal with the
World Assumption, therefore their task

om-

lassi al Open

an be viewed as an ABox instan e re-

trieval task. However, as already dis ussed in Se tion 3.2, one problem with this
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is that the ABox is distributed among the underlying heterogenous databases
whi h therefore

an be extremely big. We argue that existing DL reasoners are

not usable when this amount of data and

omplex DL queries are involved.

6 Con lusions
In this paper we presented the DL extension of the information integration
system SINTAGMA. This extension allows the information expert to use Des ription Logi

based ontologies in the development of high abstra tion level

on eptual models. Querying these models is performed using the Closed World
Assumption over the underlying information sour es.
We have presented the main

omponents of the SINTAGMA system: the

Model Manager whi h is responsible for the Model Warehouse, the Wrapper,
whi h provides a uniform view over the heterogenous information sour es and
the Mediator, whi h de omposes

omplex high-level queries into primitive ones

answerable by the individual information sour es.
Next, we have des ribed the DL modelling elements the integration expert
an use when building

on eptual models and we have also dis ussed the mod-

elling methodology she has to follow. We have presented the way how DL queries
are exe uted within the SINTAGMA system. Finally, we have illustrated our approa h by providing a use

ase about artists.

We argue that our solution for

ombining DL and UML modelling in a unied

integration framework provides a viable alternative to existing systems. The
usage of DL

onstru ts in building high-level

on eptual models has substantial

benets, both in terms of modelling e ien y and maintenan e.
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